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Providing an equatorial telescope with an efficient driving
clock, and bringing the clamp and slow-motion screws on both
axes down to the eyepiece, appear to be so exclusively the
work of a professional mechanic, that probably not one of
the readers of this magazine has ever attempted to construct
these attachments, however much be may have felt their want
in his own instrument. While the problem is really a very
difficult one, it is by no means beyond the attainments of an
amateur, who, together with a considerable amount of skill
in the handling of tools, is possessed of an indomitable
perseverance.
It is the purpose of this article to offer some suggestions on
this matter.
As to the equatorial mounting itself, very little need be said.
If the telescope was not provided with it originally when it
was bought, it may possibly be still secured by tilting the
common altazimuth form to the proper angle. At all events,
an equatorial mounting, with or without circles, is not espec
ially difficult or expensive to procure or construct. As it lies
outside th*e province of this article, we shall take it for granted,
and direct our attention to the clock and the slow-motions.
The wheel-work of the clock that is to drive a small telescope
may be taken from an o r d in a l eight-day or even one-day
clock. The main spring must be replaced by a weight, the
cord o f which is wound on a drum. For the sake of security
the larger cogwheels may be doubled or tripled, tw o or three
equal ones being lashed together.
The driving clock is generally attached to an equatorial
through the medium of an endless screw and a wormwTheel. It
is evident that this contrivance must be very perfect in a large
telescope. This consideration has probably prevented many an
amateur from attempting its construction. It is, however, a
very simple affair in a small telescope.
In designing this mechanism, we begin by selecting a tap
which has the same thread and the same diameter that our
endless screw is to have. We next procure the wormwheel,
which may be an ordinary iron wheel of the desirable dimen-
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sions. We turn a groove in its edge so that it may fit the end
less screw. Centering this wheel so prepared upon the tool-rest
of the lathe, we press it against the tap which is revolved in
the chuck and supported by the tail stock.
We need not concern ourselves about the number of cogs or
indentations that the tap will cut in the wormwheel, nor about
our being able perfectly to close the circuit, so to speak, and
make the tap fall exactly into its former cuttings after a com
plete revolution of the wheel. The latter difficulty seems to
have no existence in practice, for the writer has threaded many
a wheel in this happy-go-lucky style. The difficulty about the
number of cogs is solved by the governor.
This governor is a kind of conical pendulum. It may be
made to consist of tw o equal small weights (Fig. 1) attached
to a vertical shaft by flexible supports such as a coiled cylin
drical wire. This shaft is provided with tw o slotted arms
extending in opposite directions and at right angles to it.
Pins fastened to the bottom of the small weights slide freely

A S i m p l e C o n ic a l P e n d u l u m .

A n o t h e r S i m p l e C o n ic a l P e n d u l u m .

This simple conical pendulum or
governor consists of tw o equal
weights or balls suspended by coiled
wire springs on opposite sides of on
upright axis, around which they are
forced to rotate by means of pins
below them sliding in opposite slots.
Tw o balls are necessary in order to
keep the centre of gravity in the axis.
The weight of the balls and the
length of the coiled-wire springs
must be determined by experiment.

. This consists of tw o equal weights
or balls fastened to rods on opposite
sides of an upright axis.
The upper
ends o f the rods are bent at an angle so
that in rotating they press with more
or less friction against an adjustable
stationary disk. The position of the
disk, the weight of the balls and the
length o f the rods must be found by
experiment.
The driving clock of the
Creighton University equatorial has a
governor of this description, except that
the length o f the rods is not adjustable.

PLA TE X X IX .

T h e 5 - i n c h E q u a t o r ia l of t h e C r e ig h t o n U n iv e r s it y
O b s e r v a t o r y , 18 8 5 -19 0 9 .
The rods seen below the telescope belong to the declination system, the longer
one being the clamp and the shorter the slow motion. The short rod with cross
bar above the wormwheel on the polar axis is one of a pair which clamp the tele
scope in hour angle. The slow motion planetary gearing is on the north or left
side o f the clock box and not visible in the picture.
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in these slots. When the shaft is rotated by the clockwork, the
slotted arms by means of the pins carry the weights around in
a circle. As the speed increases, the weights are driven outward
by centrifugal force and move in greater circles. This reduces
their speed of rotation so much so that a constant speed is
very readily maintained. The exact dimensions of all parts of
this simple conical pendulum must, of course, be obtained by
experiment in order that it may have the proper rate of rota
tion, and give the wormwheel a speed of one complete turn in
24 sidereal hours. It was precisely in this fashion that the
writer assisted in building a successful driving clock for a 3-inch
equatorial many years ago, when he was pursuing his univer
sity studies at Woodstock College near Baltimore.
Fig. 2 shows another style of governor almost as easy to
construct. The weights or balls are fastened to rods which
are bent at an angle above their points of suspension. When
the balls are thrown outward, the bent rods press against an
adjustable stationary disk, and meet with such friction that
their speed is rendered constant.
While he can therefore speak of personal experience in the
construction and performance of a driving clock such as he
has just described, the writer a short time ago saw a clock
attached to a six-inch equatorial which presented tw o features
essentially different from those just mentioned. The first was
that the driving power was not a weight but a spring, and the
second that it had a balance wheel and escapement like a
watch. Such a contrivance would very much simplify the work
for an amateur. The writer himself has used one for years,
with ordinary spur gearing and without an endless screw, on a
lecture-room heliostat, but was under the persuasion that the
jerky motion of an escapement would unfit it for a telescope.
However during the few minutes that he looked through the
6-inch, it seemed to perform very well.
Clam
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The application of clamp and slow-motion screws to both
axes of an equatorial and controlling them from the ej'epiece
is a very difficult construction. Having been in a manner
forced to undertake such a work by the cumbersome existing
contrivance on his own telescope and the want of the requisite
pecuniary means to have it done by a professional mechanic,
the writer wishes to give to others who may be in similar
circumstances the benefit of his experience. That skilled instru
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ment makers will find much to improve upon in the following
account, is a fact accepted as a certainty in advance. They
would help the cause by judicious criticism. They may, how 
ever, find one or other idea here presented worth perusal.
When the writer was placed in charge of the Creighton
University Observatory at Omaha, Nebraska, in 1896, he found
its 5-inch equatorial mounted exactly as shown in Plate X X IX
with only tw o or three minor exceptions. The telescope was sup
ported by a brass pier, and this by a truncated stone pyramid.
The driving clock was set up to the west of the pier. In order
to connect it to the telescope, after having found his star, the
observer was obliged to leave the eyepiece and tighten two
clamp screws, one of which is well visible in the picture, just
above the wormwheel at the top of the polar axis. On the
north side of the clock case, but not visible in the picture, was
a planetary gearing with a grooved wheel, about which an
endless cord passed loosely, and by means of tw o fixed eyelets
might be kept in place when drawn taut by the observer in any
position. Pulling this cord in one way or the reverse was
supposed to give a slow motion in hour angle. It did do so to
some extent in the beginning, when the chord was not drawn
at too great an angle. Then the friction in the polar axis
became habitually so great that the planetary gearing could
not turn it at all, but kept on going idly round. It had to be
permanently locked by placing a wooden wedge in the gearing.
Thenceforth the only possible way to adjust the telescope in
hour angle was to clamp it ahead of the star, to wait until
the star came to the middle of the field, and then to start the
clock by turning a thumb screw to the south of the clock box
and releasing a detent in the wheelwork. That such a manner
of procedure could meet with but unsatisfactory results and
very quickly proved itself intolerable in practice, can be fully ap
preciated only by those whose instruments have .similar defects.
Let me also direct attention to the rods and milled heads
near the eyepiece of the telescope in Plate X X IX . The nearest is
the clamp and the next the slow motion screw in declination.
These rods always behaved well, but had to be attached, to 
gether with their supporting collar, by one of my predecessors.
As the telescope left the maker’s hands, the slow motion milled
heads were tw o in number and placed some distance up the
tube. One of the original tw o may be seen close to the electric
lamp. The clamp wheel was near by. But both clamp and
slow motion wheels were entirely beyond reach when one had
his eye at the telescope.
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Let me in passing mention another unpractical device. The
declination circle consisted of tw o disks, one attached to
the axis and the other to its sleeve. Strange to say, the
movable one was graduated into degrees and halves, and the
fixed one carried the vernier n o to n top or in its north point,
but to one side, so that one could never know where to look
for it. The tw o disks were later on exchanged, so that
now the vernier is movable and always in the plane of the
telescope.
The hour circle, however, was, next to the large lens, the
best part of the equatorial and called for no improvement.
It consists of three disks at the lower end of the polar axis.
The upper one is fixed to the mounting and carries the sidereal
time vernier at its very top. The lower one is attached to the
polar axis and carries tw o diametrically opposite verniers.
A milled head on this lower disk is made to turn the central
one, which is provided with a double graduation, until one of
its verniers reads the star’s right ascension directly or increased
or diminished by 12 hours. When the telescope is then revolved
until the upper stationary vernier shows the sidereal time, and
the declination vernier has been properly set, the star sought
is in the field of view. As the declination circle is graduated
to half degrees and the hour circle to tw o minutes of time,
and as the field of view of the lowest power of the telescope
is a degree and a half and that of the finder tw o degrees, the
verniers, which read to single minutes of arc and 4 seconds of
time are never used except by students who are learning to
handle the instrument.
That an observatory telescope should have the awkward
inconveniences mentioned before came about in this way.
When the cabinet of physical apparatus of Creighton College
was first begun in 1884, the telescope was amongst the outfit.
It cost six hundred dollars. It was mounted on a stout oak
tripod and housed in the new chemical laboratory in a room,
to which access could be had only from the outside, in order to
prevent the injurious action of the chemical fumes. At the time
nobody had any idea of an observatory. As the telescope had
been bought as a part of the physical cabinet, the defects
pointed out above might easily have escaped detection, since in
so many instruments of this kind graduated circles and other
refinements serve a theoretical purpose only. Moreover as it
was bought at a great distance, in London, the buyer could
hardly suspect the presence of these defects. And lastly, as he
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was a physicist, and no astronomer, he may be pardoned for
overlooking or undervaluing them.
When my brother, Joseph Rigge, came to Omaha the year
after, he was anxious to have the telescope set up permanent^,
since, aside from its inconvenience, rolling such a large instru
ment out upon the grounds every time it was to be used would
go hard with it, and would keep its graduated circles and
driving clock practically useless. A shed with a sliding or
hinged roof would have satisfied him. Count John A. Creighton,
our great benefactor and second founder, would not hear of
this, but erected a brick round bouse with an iron dome.
Hon. John A. McShane then provided the Howard mean time
clock, the Fauth chronograph and electrical outfit. Ideas then
began to expand. In the following year the transit room was
built, and supplied by Count Creighton with a Fauth sidereal
clock and a 3-inch Fauth transit, the latter having right ascen
sion and declination micrometers and a circle that could be read
to tenths of a second. A few years later the clock vault was
built. The Class of 1904 presented a Steinheil grating spectros
cope, G. Peters ’08 a Zollner star spectroscope, and the Class
of 1912 a Gaertner position micrometer.
This condensed history of the Creighton University Observa
tory has been inserted here because it has never before been
printed in P o p u l a r A s t r o n o m y , and illustrates a peculiar,
gradual and natural growth.
In August 1909 the cutting through of a street in front of
the University made it necessary to lower the grade ten feet
near the Observatory. A retaining wall of reinforced concrete
was then begun about it. As it wTas foreseen that this would
require several months and might be interrupted by the winter,
during all of which time the Observatory would be inaccessible,
a fine opportunity presented itself for constructing the muchneeded improvements on the equatorial. The instrument was
therefore completely dismounted and taken to the college shop.
Much time and labor were spent upon it, and many a brilliant
idea was wrecked in encountering the existing construction.
However, the work was finished at last and proved to be a
success. After its re-erection and the improvement of the
interior ol the observatory the instruments presented the
appearance shown in Plate X X X .
In comparing this with Plate X X IX two changes will be appar
ent. The first is that the driving clock has been placed underneath
the telescope between four small supporting columns, and the

PLA TE X X X .

T h e 5 - i n c h E q u a t o r ia l

of t h e

C r e ig h t o n U n i v e r s i t y

O b s e r v a t o r y A f t e r 19 09.
The clamp and slow-motion rods and tubes o f both axis are brought down to
the eye-piece, the longer one forming the declination system. The tube of the tel
escope is cylindrical, and not conical as the picture may suggest.
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second that the clamp and
slow-motion screws on both
axes have been brought down
to the eyepiece, so that the
observer may now make all
the necessary^ adjustments
without removing his eye
from the telescope.
As the chief purpose of the
present article is to explain
this clamp and slow motion
contrivance,
another and
larger view of it is presented
in Plate X X X I and detailed
drawings in Figs. 3, 4, 5. A
study of Plates X X X and
X X X I will show that there
are tw o rods inside of tw o
tubes, as is usually the case,
the ends of all four being pro
vided with milled heads or
wheels. The rods operate the
clamps and their wheels are
nearest the eyepiece, while the
tubes control the slow m o
tions, the declination system
being nearer the observer, as
well for the sake of discrimina
tion, as because it is the first
to be used when the telescope is
adjusted. As this original dec
lination clamp and slow moF ig . 3 .

T h e D e c l i n a t io n C l a m p an d S l o w -M o tio n S y s t e m .
The clamp rod A, whose play is limited by the stop block B, presses
the short lever C against the plug D and thus forces it against the sleeve
of the declination axis. The fulcrum of the short lever is the set screw E.
The declination clamp rod was driven from its former central and
direct position by the right ascension clamp rod and bevel wheel F and
its slow motion tube and bevel wheel G.
H is the declination slowmotion tube which turns its screw through the medium of a spur and
mitre gear. J is one of the original declination slow-m otion wheels.
K is a tie rod placed on the declination sector to eliminate lost motion,
being made necessary by the position o f the right ascension bevel wheels
which cut away the best part of the sector.
The range o f the slowmotion is not endless, but limited, as is usual, the sector being in reality
a part o f a wormwheel.-
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tion performed well, it was changed only in so far as necessity
demanded. Its rod and tube were displaced from their central
position by the right ascension rod and tube, which had to
operate a set of bevel wheels. The slow-motion side mitre wheel,
which was formerly attached to the shorter
of the tw o rods as shown in Plate X X IX
is now turned by the tube and a spur gear.
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F ig . 4 .
A V i e w o f t h e R i g h t A sc e n s io n C l a m p an d
S l o w -M otio n S y s t e m a t R i g h t A n g l e s
t o t h e De c l i n a t i o n A x i s .
The clamp rod F by means o f its small bevel
wheel F turns the large bevel L, which rests
loosely on the sleeve of the declination axis. The
farther side o f this bevel L, by means of tw o
screws, supports the cam N. When the clamp
rod is turned to the right, this cam N forces the
pin P outward and with it the upper and greater
part o f the rocker R, thus pressing the slowmotion screw S into connection with its worm,
wheel. Then the tube and bevel wheel G rotate the
large bevel and spur gear M , which rides on top
o f the bevel L, and turn the slow motion screw S
through the medium of a spur gearing which has been omitted from the
drawing. T T are the brackets which support the rocker and are fastened
to the sleeve o f the declination axis. 0 0 are ornamental rings on this
sleeve, the left one serving to hold the clamp bevel wheel L.
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The clamp rod inside of this tube continues to and screws
through a rigid block of brass, on the further side of which it
applies pressure to a short lever. The fulcrum of this lever is
as far away on the other side of the right ascension rod and
tube. It is an adjustable screw; and appears in Plate X X X I
to be a sawed-off third rod.
The middle o f the short lever just mentioned drives the old
brass plug against the sleeve of the declination axis, and thus
clamps the telescope as it did formerly. As the declination rod
and tube are mounted rigidly in their bearings, the short lever
must slide over the brass plug, when the slowTmotion screw is
turned. The only inconvenience of this method is that the
clamp wheel must be turned more than usual. It is however
possible to tighten the clamp to such an exact amount that the
telescope may be turned by hand into any position, at the same

A V ie w

F ig . 5.
R i g h t A sc e n s io n C l a m p an d S l o w M o tio n S y s t e m
t h e Dir e c t io n o f t h e D e c l in a t i o n A x i s .

of t h e
in

The right ascension clamp rod forces the cam N under the pin P,
which is held against it by the spring W, and moves the upper end o f
the rocker R outward, turning it about the pivot V and bringing its
slow motion screw S into gearing with its wormwheel. T is one of
the brackets that support the rocker. U is the larger and X a smaller
spur gear on the same axis, U gearing into M and X into Y, which last
is on the arbor o f the slow motion screw S. X and Y are disconnected
when the telescope is unclamped but like the screw S readily fall into
position when the clamp is applied. Sometimes the screw slides into
connection laterally and then the star in the field o f view is thrown out
o f place, but a touch of the slow motion wheel, which must be used in
any case, at once rectifies matters. When the clamp is loosened, the
spring W draws the endless screw out of connection with its wormwheel and leaves the telescope free in hour angle.
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time that it will obey the slow motion. Experience soon placed
a stop block to the range of the clamp screw, after the first
short lever had been broken.
The right ascension clamp and slow motion presented many
difficulties. It consists as is usual of tw o bevel wheels, one
sliding over the other on the sleeve of the declination axis,
operated by the right ascension rod and tube. Tw o brackets
fastened to the sleeve of the declination axis above the wormwheel support a pivoted rocker. The lower end of this rocker
carries an endless screw geared by spur wheels to the outer one
of the tw o bevel wheels mentioned before. The upper end of
the rocker carries a pin, and is drawn by a spring against the
inner bevel wheel so as to throw the endless screw out of con
nection with its wormwheel. When the clamp wheel is turned
at the eyepiece, its rod, by means of a small bevel wheel, turns
the large inner bevel wheel on the declination axis. The latter
then pushes a cam or curved inclined plane under the pin of the
rocker and presses the endless screw against its wormwheel.
Then the slow motion wheel at the eve-piece, by means of the
other bevel wheel and the spur gears, turns this endless screw
and slowly moves the telescope in right ascension.
There are therefore tw o wormwheels on the polar axis, both
free from this axis but firmly bolted together. The lower one
is turned by the driving clock, and the telescope is turned about
the upper one by the right ascension slow motion gearing.
This slow motion is endless, as it was designed at a time when
the clock was very unreliable. The latter received its share of
attention later on and now performs very well. It is evident
that the right ascension slow motion screw does not in the
least affect the running of the clock. The spur gearing reduces
the motion of this screw in the ratio of 1 to 3, in order to
make the wheels of both systems equal at the eyepiece, since
the right ascension wormwheel has one-third the diameter of
the declination sector. The right ascension slow-motion wormwheel was made in the happy-go-lucky w ay mentioned before
near the beginning of this article, since the number of its cogs
is of no consequence.
The novel features of the clamp and slow motion system
described in this paper seem to be these: that the right ascension
slow motion is endless, that its endless screw is thrown in and
out of gear, and that the declination clamp is the usual plug
operated by a lever. While, as is generally the case when an
amateur attempts a difficult job, there seems to be no end of

PLA TE X X X I.

A N e a r e r V ie w of t h e C l a m p a n d S lo w - M otion S y s t e m s .
The upper rod and tube, together with its spur and mitre gear and lower
milled head, operate the declination system. The fulcrum screw of the short
lever may be plainly seen, but the stop block for the clamp screw has not yet been
attached. The upper end of the short lever may be glimpsed. The lower rod and
tube, which belong to the right ascension system, end in bevel gearings. The two
wormwheels are free on the polar axis hut bolted together, the lower is driven
by the clock, and the telescope is turned about the upper one by the endless screw
and the spur bevel gearing. This endless screw is carried by a rocker which is
supported by brackets attached to the sleeve of the declination axis. The pin at
the left upper end o f the rocker is forced outward by the right ascension clamp
and cam, and presses the endless screw into its wormwheel. The right ascension
slow-motion is endless.
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practical difficulties and balkings, the work has proved a
success. The expense was confined to material, to iron and
brass castings, and to the cutting of the cogs on the bevel
wheels by an expert machinist. It amounted to about twenty
dollars, about one-tenth of what an astronomical instrument
maker estimated. Want of funds is the usual affliction of pro
fessors of science, and blocks the way to the realization of many
a pet idea, but when one can acquire the necessary skill, can
obtain gradually at least a tithe of the capital, and can find
or make the necessary time, one can generally help himself, and
then the realization of the idea is all the more enjoyable because
it is the fruit of personal labor.
Creighton University, Observatory,
Omaha, Nebr.

